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        The Question of Heavy Spice Use and Rotten Food!
              No they did not eat Rotten Meat/Food!

                    By Da`ved Man of Letters
                   Lord Xaviar the Eccentric.

     Spices being used to make spoiled meat edible or for use in
preserving food is one of the most popular myths associated with
the Middle or Dark Ages.  Spices were imported from Southeast
Asia and were among the most precious substances known in the
Middle Ages.  They were the prerogative of the upper classes,
with some being worth more then their weight in gold.  To limit
their function to food preservation and explain their use solely
in those terms would be like calling champagne a good thirst
quencher (Schiv. 6).

     The few surviving recipe manuscripts (that list amounts)
list excessive (at least to the modern mind) amounts of spices. 
This would add credence to the myth, except when you take into
account the quality of the spice used.  The differnce in power
and freshness of the spice they received and what we use today is
tremendous.  Their spices traveled on camel back through all
kinds of weather, wraped in leather or other animal hides, then
had a sea voyage in leaky ships.  We must not forget all the
middle men along its journey.  It is well documented that many a
merchant was killed in nasty ways for the crime of adulterating
spices.

     There were suitable native herbs which could have been used
by the poor to make spoiled meat palatable. This type of
explanation runs into a problem also as the diet of the poor
(serfs, and peasants, beggars etc..) very rarely included meat. 
When it did it was probably poached (illegally hunted) and was
either eaten quickly (Hares, small birds, stolen geese, etc...),
smoked, salted, turned into jerky (Venison) or traded with other
villagers.  Fresh Meat for the local Lord could be had at any
time by hunting or fresh slaughter.  Most local Lords would hold
annual feasts for all under their control, at which large
quantities of meat was served, to all assembled.  These were
often held after Lent ended, the traditional Religious period of
meat abstention.  The purpose of the feasts was to inspire
loyalty, respect and awe in the Lords subjects, peers and
enemies.  A Nobles power was measured by the extravagance of
these feasts.  They flaunted the Illusion of enormous wealth ,
which could easily be transferred into power.  Those under noble
status (serfs, peasants etc...) took these banquets as a show of
goodness, spirituality and charity.  The amount of effect upon
the local populace was in direct relation to the tax rate imposed
on the area by said Lord.

     There is a large amount of archaeological evidence that meat
was left to 'age,'as is still done today.  The 'ageing' process
is literally rotting, in the sense that a mold does grow upon the
meats outer skin.  This process must take place in 1-3 degrees
Centigrade and takes from ten days to three weeks.  This is done,
because lactic acid accumulates and provides the medium for
natural enzymes to change proteins into amino acids.  This
increases the tenderness and improves the flavor of all meats. 
There are many references to this process taking place, to the
disfavor of some.  One German traveller wrote of the French and
how: "...They in Paris, do age their meat far too long..."  This
process is only done on beef however, which was rare on the bill
of fare for all but the very wealthy, as you would not eat your
tractor.  

     The variety of plants used as food was limited in the early
Medieval period.  The major plants were beans, dried stems,
chaff, root vegetables (turnip, onion, leek, radishes, period
carrots, and thin parsnips) barley and potherbs like cabbage,
spinach, and root vegetable tops, especially in north and west
Europe.  Some areas had wheat and oats but the total production
was low until changes and new inventions in agriculture in the
high Middle Ages.  Heavy fall butchering and preserving was a
direct result of a chronic scarcity of winter fodder (before
1500) in most of Europe.  Most of the wheat went to bread, and
the other grains went to beer production, a basic necessity of
life.

     Food quality became important as early as the tenth century,
when by law, oxen had to be slaughtered in the presence of least
two witnesses.  Butchering usually began around the feast of St.
Michealmas (Nov. 11).  Some people located in rural areas may
have butchered their own meat but most would have hired a
professional butcher to kill, joint and salt the meat.  "It would
have made sense to pay a skilled butcher; contaminated or damaged
meat will deteriorate quickly." (Fenton, 129-30)  The rich also
made salting a class distinction in that "only the poor ate
unsalted pork."  This and the speed with which pork turns had
direct influence in creating the tradition of abstaining from 
eating pork in the summer months.

     Cattle were the most expensive animals to keep through the
winter but were rarely slaughtered. (Gies;3, 149)  The poor often
formed partnerships to buy a draught animal in the spring and
sell them to speculators after the season ended.  These business
men would feed them through the winter and resell the beasts for
a profit the following spring.  The poor usually kept pigs being
easier to care for as they could protect themselves from
predators.  They could also be left to forage in the woods in
spring and summer, (on acorns, beechmast, crab apples, hazelnuts
and leaves) and in winter would be fed whey, stored acorns and
even beer.  The medieval breed of pig was slow to fatten, but the
sow farrowed twice a year and according to record produces about
seven piglets per litter.  The hen of the period was not the
prolific egg factory as in modern times, and was breed as a meat
source rather than for the eggs.  Meat of any kind was not worth
preserving unless it was in prime condition, as salting added 40
per cent to the cost of the meat.  At late thirteenth-century
prices it took 2d worth of salt (2 pounds) to cure 5d worth of
meat (20 pounds) (Burnett, 30/Bridbury, 29).  The Size of animals
through the Late Renaissance were smaller than most modern
breeds.  This was actually an advantage for the simple
preservation methods used through out Europe.

     Pepper, Ginger, Cinnamon were to the Medieval mind pieces of
paradise.  Spices as a link to paradise, and the vision of
paradise as a real place somewhere in the East fascinated the
medieval imagination.  Pepper cinnamon, Nutmeg, and Cloves were
status symbols for the ruling class, emblems of power which were
displayed and then consumed.  The moderation or excess with which
they were served attested to the host's social rank.  People of
the Middle Ages recognized the beneficial medicinal properties of
spices and herbs.

     A recipe for keeping mutton over the winter from Le
Me'nagier de Paris specifies the need for salt only.  Salt,
vinegar, drying, and storing in fat were the main means of
keeping food for long periods of time (Scappi, 6v).  Apuleius
wrote recipes for preserving fruit, meat , and what to do with
food in danger of going bad.  This text was written in the fourth
or fifth century showing early reference to safe food practices. 
This text separates preservation methods by the season that they
work best in.  Apuleius's work was plagiarized by an unknown
author and used in Apicius's work De re coquinaria.  Giambattista
della Porta wrote in his Natural Magick that salt is the
universal preservative and offered the suggestion that honey may
be used if one is seeking an alternative; spices are not
mentioned in connection with preservation of food (Porta, 323). 
Similarly, spices were not added to cover the bad taste of
rotting food.  If the food was tainted, one threw it away, this
is why they went to various lengths to prevent decay.  Platina,
for example, advised that a knife be plunged into a ham.  Cooking
and preparation might proceed only if the smell were good; if the
smell proved bad, the meat was to be discarded (De honesta
Voluptate, bk 6).  This ties in the Medieval belief that bad
smells caused disease, thus increasing the need for pomanders and
strewing herbs to keep any bad smells away.  The knowledge of
herbs was extensive, and several strewing herbs are still used as
bug repellents, and antiseptics.

     In France the authorities took a close interest in the
condition of all pork offered for sale; there were even
langueyeurs (tongue inspectors)...  In Venice all fish had to be
taken to 'the tall pole' in the markets at San Marco and Rialto
... and were inspected daily for stale fish, which the law
required to be taken away and destroyed.  In Champagne, (France)
there was reported that the tavern inspector was very through. 
He tasted the wine, offered it to others, and asked local
frequenters of the establishment the price charged for various
beverages.  The penalties varied with the crime; from drinking
your own brew, to public hanging for adulterating Saffron.  The
Medieval man took his food very seriously.

     Given the availability of alternatives such as salt, honey,
and lard for preserving meat (along with smoking and drying), and
acknowledging that spices were difficult and expensive to obtain,
we can only conclude that the belief that rotten food was
purposely eaten is a misconception.  The facts of available
documentation show that the quality of food preservation was
extremely high.  It further shows that all the peoples from Noble
to serf were concerned with the quality of food, bought sold and
eaten.  It is often mentioned that unscrupulous food merchants
were often caught selling bad products.  But this was unknown to
the customer as a period joke will contest: A man asked the
sausage butcher for a discount because he had been a faithful
customer for seven years.  "Seven Years!" exclaimed the butcher. 
"And you're still alive?".(Gies;2, 49)  Finally People of the
Middle Ages often resorted to Cannibalism before eating rotten
food.  This however is meat for another article.
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